
Features & Benefits

>>  Mobile with lockable  
      castors

>>  Flexible solution

>>  2U 19” rack vertical  
      mounting facility

>>  Available with screen kit  
      and connectivity,           
      whiteboard or just a  
      fabric finish

>>    Sound absorbent fabric

>>    Ideal for flexible 
breakout and informal 
areas

>>    Cable management from 
top to bottom

>>    Storage facility for small 
format systems e.g 
Apple TV/ WolfVision 
Cynap

>>    Easy access with 
removable panels

>>  Fits through doorways

>>    Optional whiteboard has 
a whipable surface and  
comes with pen tray

>>    Choice of fabric finishes 
from Camira range

Evolve
Evolve is a modular and flexible Roomware Solution ideal for breakout 
collaboration spaces and office environments. 

Overview

Evolve is a modular and flexible roomware solution ideal 
for breakout collaboration spaces. Each panel on Evolve can 
be supplied with a screen moutning kit with connectivity, 
wipeable writing surface or just a fabric skin finish.

There is also an internal mounting facility for small form 
factor PC’s and collaboration systems that can be wired to a 
power block within, making it a self-contained solution.

Its modular design is completed by range of optional acoustic 
fabrics that can be put on to each panel and its mobile base 
enables it to be relocated within spaces easily.

MODEL: EVOLVE

Roomware Solutions
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TeamMate makes life simple: with a range of truly innovative furniture solutions to suit any application. 
Asethetically pleasing, modular and practical, TeamMate products are designed to stand the test of time.
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Evolve technical specifications

>>  92 x 1250mm storage shelf facility

>>  2U 19” x 500 deep rack guides for vertical equipment  

      mounting

>>  Choice of fabrics from Camera range

>>    Cable management channels from top to bottom

>>  Removable panels for easy access

>>  Venting on top for natural convection cooling

>>  Mobile lockable castors

>>  Screen mounting kit can accept screens between 42-48”


